CONTACT CENTER
SOLUTION
Strengthen your company’s telephony and make it
easy to give the best customer service possible.

WHAT IS A MIRALIX
CONTACT CENTER
SOLUTION?

CHANNELS IN MIRALIX’S
CONTACT CENTER:
Our solution contains the following channels, which you can
combine according to your needs:

Miralix’s contact center solution is a professional tool for
companies that would like to handle their customer contact
intelligently and provide the best possible service to their
customers.

- phone.
- chat.
- e-mail.
- SMS.
- tasks.
- webchat.
- sociale medier (coming soon).

Our contact center strengthens and manages your customer
contact across different channels, benefitting both employees
and customers.
It brings together a wide range of information in a userfriendly and intuitive design, enabling you to find the
information you need to help your customers quickly and
easily.

WHERE CAN THE CONTACT
CENTER BE USED?
Our solution is tailored to your workplace and can be used in
any location. It can be used:

When we tailor a solution for you, we look at, among other
things, which channels you serve, where employees will work
from, what functions they need and which integrations are
required.

AT THE OFFICE
- via the Miralix Desktop client, which is for agents who need
to handle hunt group calls, tasks and web chat - as well
as for employees who need a work phone with a built-in
phonebook.

Miralix Contact Centre is scalable and can be used by
companies of all sizes.

IN THE RECEPTION
- via Miralix Office Operator, which helps switchboard
operators forward calls quickly and easily.
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CONTACT CENTER
SOLUTION
(continued from page 1)

FUNCTIONS IN MIRALIX’S
CONTACT CENTER:

ON THE GO
- via our smartphone app, Miralix Go, which is for agents who
need to answer hunt group calls and for employees who need
a work phone with a built-in phonebook.

Miralix’s contact center solution contains a wide range of
standard features and offers a wide range of optional extras.
This enables you to tailor the contact center to the specific
needs of your workplace.

SOLUTION TYPES:

Our contact center solution can be set up in different ways,
thereby enabling it to accommodate your needs in the best
possible way.

With a Miralix solution, you can, among other things:
- Join hunt groups and receive hunt group calls whether you
are in the office, working from home or on the go.

A PURE MIRALIX SOLUTION
Our contact center is designed to work independently and can
be delivered via cloud hosting or installed on-premise. You
decide if you want a solution with one or multiple contact
channels.

- See your colleagues’ availability based on calendar, phone,
mobile and task status (unified presence).
- Forward calls to the person the customer spoke to last.
- Offer to call your customers back when it’s their turn if
there is a queue when they call.

AN INTEGRATED MIRALIX SOLUTION
If you would like extra functionality, we offer a wide range
of integrations. We can integrate to platforms such as
Microsoft Teams and Cisco, and to systems such as Zendesk.

- Play important messages to your customers before they
are transferred to an agent.
- Set up hunt groups and see the day’s service level.
- Chat with your colleagues, e.g. to get help with a specific
case while your customer is on the phone.

A MOBILE SOLUTION
If you would like to use your mobile phone as your primary
work phone, you can get our contact center as a mobile
solution.

- Assign tasks to available agents via chat (add-on).
- Receive web chat enquiries from customers and assign
them to available agents (add-on).

Using our mobile app, Miralix Go, you get contact center
functionality in a pocket-sized format and can respond to
customer enquiries wherever you are.
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- Get in-depth statistics that will help you make important
decisions.
- Automatically make lookups in external systems such
as Microsoft Dynamics, Zendesk, Oracle Service Cloud
and ServiceNow.
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